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The Golden Steed:

Try to understand the scheme which we have created

and which hangs on the wall to remind us. Iou must know

what it means to you, not only as a geometric thing. but

how it speaks to you as an actor. Try to imagine the scene

and how you are eating each moment.

TH“ CLIMAXée have begun to realize the difference between the

three atmospheres. and there is some difference in your souls

and beings» Try now to make an effort to reach the climaxes.

Try to start the Silver Steed with fortissimo and reach the

climax pienissimo. In the Copper Steed we try to Show what

is passionate. In the Silver Steed we are trying to show

the spiritual. The director must choose the way in which to

show this Spiritual quality more clearly. .crts of the play

must be muted - those part0 which are under the earth. rho

tempo - forte fortissino - can be reached in many ways. it

does not depend upon speed.

The three different keys for the three Steeda are:

1. Copper Steed - passionate. climbing up all the time. 2.

Silver Steed - inclings. beginning with accent from forte

to pianicsino. 3. Golden Steed - will, assertion, affirmation.
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it may soon now that you are not free because of this form.

but without such efforts you‘would ahly be chaotic. not froo.

This is tho real way to be freo.

AIMOSEHE El

Each sound, each event, each thing huo an atmosphere

or can sugzoot an atmosphere. but no are not yet trained

enough in everyday life to got the atmoophoroo from ovary-

whero. You must realize what you do, what does it mean to

get the atmosphere and to radiate it? It is really simple -

as an exercise it is simple.

JUSTIFICATIOhx

You will be given some movements and positions with-

out being told what they are for, and you muot find something

which will justify then. 1. Get up and walk directly to the

corner of the structure, wait there for tho count of five and

justify why you are doing this. It must be absolutely natural,

and you will be sure it is right because of the psychological

idea which you have in your mind. This exercise means to do

the task very exactly, but also to find inside yourself the

justification for your acfiians.

Thin exercise can be done very often in your work

at homo. and it will develop your actorls feeling very much,

\

and a: a result each miss on scene will moan ch more to

 

you. 3y this exercise you will awaken a 4reat freedom as

an actor. because if no on actgg you are unable to justify
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for yourself the thingsAwhieh the director or author gives

you, you will be doomed. This exchiso awakens the most

necessary actor's abilities.

bow another exercise for justification: You must

cross the room until you reach a certain point. At this point

you must make a small circle to the right, and then retrace

your steps. And still another justification exorcise: Two

people are walking parnllod and when they reach a certain

point one person goon fortmrd to a certain point, while the

other person puts his hands to his head and then turns back.

COKCBE’EFILTIOIU

Try to realize what you go when you are concentrating -

whether you are stretching some parts of your soul. or

pulling in something. whether you are enlarging yourself. oto.

Everything is there, it depends upon the conditions. You are

very flexible in the powers you possess in concentration.

The lees tense your body is, the more free you are. there-

fore it is very important to relax your body. real concentration

is freedom of your izwisiblo powers. homembor that concenfration

is like having a stone in your hands. When you are really

concentrated on something. there is something stone-like

and fixed in your soul — but not in you} body.

USii'iE‘iCATlCflxc

Another form of the exercise for justification is

to take some picture or sculpture and try to imitate it and
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Justify the gosition.

The feeling of truth will 09 your real guide throug -

out your profession. Like a mother with her child — the

mother will never be untruthful to her child. no must bear

this child - we must have this feeling of truth in all our

actions, our speech, etc.

The Fishinv Scene: (Director's oxercise:)

l. Incorporation of images at first moment of play.

imagine lying on the sand in a heavy exhausted sloop, waking

as dawn comes, imagine the moment when the realization of

where you are and what is happening is borne in upon you.

Incorporate this moment.

2. Create the atmosphere of the first few moments

of the play and try to speak the dialogue out of the atmosphere.

Criticism:

The cast must not "sleep" during the rehearsal.

The director must not allow his cast to lose its energy. or

to be phlegmatic or unresponsive. inch member of the cast

must make a conscious effort to create an active and receptive

state, as a result of which each individual will feel a new

life and will get the ability to create. if you are fully

aware and active every moment when you are working, you Jill

rest better during the rest hours. Lhc loss of energy and

activity is a condition which will dare the

 

fesaion weak. do nust find a new attitude or :ind towards
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the theatre, and this means we must find a new activity.

The director must remind his cast not to be lazy,

and the cast must make an effort to be alive. This is the

way to creation. when your minds and bodies are asloep,

then it is impossible to create.

FLYIEG OVER THE PLAY:

Cur Method gives us the possibility to fly over

the whole play and to touch any moment we want with our

imagination, or by the incorporation of images, or by the

othor moans which we have. Therefore the director must con-

centrate not only on the beginning of the play because then

only one part of the play is born. The reason that I have

included thin flying over the play in the Method, is because

all my life in tho theatre I suffered because we always

started with tho first not and went over it again and again.

and then remembered that no hud tho second and third act

to create before the performance. This was true even in tho

Hoscow Art Theatre. The first act was always good. but

the other acts didn't come up to that standard.

The longer the director will nootpona the moment

of tr :edy, the more difficult it will be. The actor's

aubooasoious fears the most important moment. it is absolutely

necessary to touch all the important nononts in the play,

otherwise you will find that some of your actors are growing

in their parts while others are not yet born. if you try
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to understand the scheme of the Method you will find that

there are many means by which you can touch the play. If

not. the Method would be worth nothing. and We would have to

fall back on the old habits which are full of fear.

I know this from my own experience. When I was

givon the leading role in dogol's Tho Inngncto; Gonnrngi 1

was terrified of it because I knew it was one of the most

important roles in the theatre.1 i was afraid of it until

one old actor told no to think of the part as if it were the

most stupid and unimportant one. I did this and then I was

free.

TH? FEELINGS:

This was only an accident, but now we have our

Method which makes us free. That is the reason why I eliminated

“feeling" from the schema. because this is the most frighten-

ing thing tho actor has to deal with. Ourldethod is not to

$22; but to go something which will awaken tho fooling. we

can gg things without_bcing ashamed. and in doinb no will

aWakon some feelings which will help us. We havo the possi-

bility to approach the play without any of tho fears, shame.

or suffering which arc the ghosts of tho 01d actor's method.

we are able to touch the most important moment of

the play without Spoiling it. For instance, you could find

a psychological gesture for the moment‘whon John knows that

he is saved and that all the others are dead. You must pre-

pare your actors for this important moment. You must not be
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afraid of touching the most important moments. if you had

only the old methods you wohld not be able to do this. out

by touching on the play you are able to do everything. and your

imagination will work simultaneously with the gesture. The

climax of this play is a most tragic situation. it is at

the moment when Jocelyn meets her husband.

The main noint or our Method is that We must not

be afraid of the most important moments. imagine the moment

when John is trying, with his heavy wet boots. to jump out of

the boat. We are able to touch this moment of the play with-

out spoiling anything.

You must find the most important “oints in the play.

By finding the important points you will build a skeleton and

this will be of great importance to the actor who will know

the important point to which he is worki v.

It is not necessary to employ naturalistic or realis—

tic mcane in order to create a strong play. It is always possi-

ble to express thc same thing in an aesthetic way. This is

true of music, painting. etc. For example. some nedern pointers

are painting alooet anatomically. This is an extreme instance.

but everyone of us living in our present culture, which is so

anatomical, has lost the border between art and anatomy. There

are things in our everyday life which must be hidden. He must

oscapethe naturalistic approach.


